Information System having missing attribute values (in practical) hampers accurate estimation of Data Mining. If missing attribute values can be predicted in the pre-processing stage of data mining then it will help to improve the accuracy, and the existing data mining algorithms can also be applied based on complete data. In this work different type of methods available to handle incomplete information system have been discussed, and there after an algorithm has been proposed by which missing attribute values may be replaced with minimum complexity. It is shown that proposed algorithm is better by applying it on different sets of data with different percentage of missing values.
INTRODUCTION
Data Mining is a systematic approach for finding rules and pattern from large dataset. Real-life datasets may be incomplete for several reasons and Data mining with incomplete data is a challenging job. Various methods are available to deal with missing attribute values. To change a Incomplete Information System (i.e., datasets with missing attribute values) in a complete Information System objects, which have at least one missing value for an attribute, have to delete or ignore .But here it has been compromised with accuracy. So it can be applied only when dataset is too large and number of missing object is small. By list-wise or pair-wise objects may be deleted [1] . Knowledge can be extracted or rule can be generated directly from Incomplete Information [12, 7] . Here incompleteness of dataset have to manage at the time of rule generation.But these methods complexity have to consider,also here it's not possible to use available data mining algorithm. In pre-processing step if Incomplete Information can be translated into Complete information then available Data Mining algorithms can be used. In preprocessing step missing value may be handled by different methodology. Missing values may be filled up the by maximum occurring attribute value or by maximum occurring attribute value within same concept(decision value) [2, 9] .But here prediction error is not considerable.In preprocessing step missing value may be filled by all feasible domain values of the attribute or by all feasible domain values of same concept(decision value) of the attribute [6, 5] .But it will increase number of entity which effect its complexity and accuracy. In preprocessing step missing values may be treated by various statistical based methods [8, 4, 11, 13, 3] which are efficient and easy to implement in any software packages.In mean-mode method [8] missing values are replaced by mean of observe attribute value for numerical data and by maximum occurring attribute value for linguistic variable.In closest fit approach [4] missing values are replaced by mean of, observe attribute values and mean-of previous and successor values.Missing values may be replaced randomly such that standard deviations remain same [11] but complex to implement. In deviation approach [3] mean absolute deviation of observe values have been considered to fill missing attribute values.Mean-mode approach and closest fit approach are easy to implement but extreme point (from mean) will suffer. In Deviation approach extreme point can be better predicted but middle points where previous value and successor value are in same direction from mean will suffer. In this paper a method has been proposed to deal with missing values in the category of MCAR(missing completely at random) [10] where all missing values can be predicted by same weightage. Here individual missing values(not only statistical computation result) may be estimated better than other methods. The proposed algorithm is also simple and low cost.
MATHEMATICAL AND COMPUTER MODELING
First observe mean (Ā j ) for jth attribute may be calculated as follows-
where m is the number of non missing attribute value for jth attribute. Now mean deviation (Ā jM D ) based on not null Previous(V ijpre ) value of missing attribute value(V ij ) and not null successor(V ijf lw ) value of missing attribute value from observe mean(Ā j ) may be calculated as follows-
Mean of Previous (V ijpre ) value and successor (V ijf lw ) value may be calculated as follows - 
It may be assumed that missing value has negative deviation if previous value and successor value both have negative deviation from observe mean. so in that case : 
It may be assumed that missing value has no deviation if previous value and successor value have deviation in opposite direction from observe mean. so in that case : 
Algorithm
According to the above mathematical model the following algorithm has been proposed :
input : Incomplete information System S, S= A j , V ij : j=1,2,...,k; i=1,2,...,n where V ij may be missing k=number of Attributes, n=number of Objects output: Complete Information System for Each Attribute j dō
Find not null, previous value (V ijpre ) and successor value(V ijf lw );
Analysis of Algorithm Complexity
Let k is the no. of attribute and n is the no. of Object present.Then first for loop will execute k times and second for loop will execute n times.So total time complexity for the above algorithm is O(K) * O(n) = O(k * n).Clearly Space complexity is also O(1). So computational complexity for proposed algorithm is simple.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Seven real data sets have been used where missing attribute values frequently occur.Six data sets accessible from http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ and one data set taken from [4] .Decision attributes and entity sets containing at least one missing attribute value have been deleted.In every data sets existing attribute values are randomly replaced by different percentage of symbolic lost values(missing values).Due to space limitation only few result of our experiments are presented in form of figures.These figure are self explanatory.From the figure it is clear that proposed algorithm can approximate missing value better than others.
CONCLUSIONS
Considering complexity the efficiency the proposed algorithm may be the best in certain field of application.In a large range of percentage of missing value this algorithm estimate consistent result. In this work application of proposed algorithm on numerical attribute values where missing data is MCAR have been discussed. Depending upon nature of missing attribute values and percentage of missing attribute value one method have to select to change it in a complete information system.
